
1. Empathy
2. Define
3. Ideate
4. Prototype
5. Test

THE GOLDEN DREAM
A non banking financial Aid



 “I have learned that 
when  you don’t have 
any choice left  the 
choice are you” 

KIRAN BIR SELTHI



HUMAN CENTERED-CORE 

https://www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/what-is-design-thinking

Design Thinking  Methodology  



        
STUDENTS LATIN AMERICA 

MIGRANTS 

❏ Master
❏ PhD

Galaxy name: Study Abroad



DREAMERS

THINGS IN COMMON 



Try to see 
the 
problem 
with 
their
eyes 1. Building Empathy... 



EMPAThY 

Let me ask you 
something... 
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WHAT WOULD YOU
 FEEL  IF...
G

EMPAThY 



G
IVE U

P!

!!!!!!!!!!!
YOU HAD  TO GIVE UP A T WHO YOU ARE

TO BE WHO YOU   

CAN BE
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Left  had to live longing for 

what you could do but 
never did for lack of 

opportunities
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Would you be happy?
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WHAT ABOUT WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE 
ANY OPTION LEFT…..

 SOMETIMES THE LIFE IS 
ABOUT  CHANGE 

DECISIONS WHICH CAN 
CHANGE OUR LIFE  BUT…..



IF YOU WANT TO STUDY 
ABROAD  AND YOU ARE 
NOT IN A LUCKY POTION 

THEN ….. YOU NEED TO 
WAKE UP



That is the  reallity of  a lof of students in 
México...

Mexico
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LIST  Let me talk you about …  

       DREAMERS...
STUDENTS FROM 
LATIN AMERICA

       MEXICAN STUDENTS



LET’S SEE....

But… 

KARLA       
ARE YOU SURE THAT 

THEY WANT TO STUDY 
ABROAD?



Let's see  some  datas from the 
OECD









why the percentage of Latin 
Americans abroad is so low?

Could it be that they don't want to 
study abroad?



Let’s  listen what do the people can 
say us about that...

MEXICANS



For answer that question ...I  
elaborate two surveys and 
occasional questions in 
Facebook……

Let’s see what happend...



1. Students who want to study abroad 
but  haven’t finished their bachelor 
yet….





¿Te gustaría estudiar un posgrado en el extranjero?

  YES 249 - 60.%

NO 121-29%

    MAYBE 42-11%

 

412 Students 



¿Cuáles son los factores que consideras podrían interferir en que estudies en el 
extranjero? 





2. Students who got admission in a German 
university or are studying a Master Program 

or PhD



BUT WHAT DOES THE PEOPLE  
FEEL...

“Hello Karla. I will tell you my story: I have 
almost 9 years with the idea of   doing a 
master's degree abroad. When you start 
looking for master's programs in other 
countries, you realize that the salaries we 
earn in Mexico are almost nothing 
compared to what you have to save to go 
abroad (Go abroad to countries with good 
academic level, or recognized universities). 
Then, not only do you have to save for your 
stay abroad and tuition fees….”

“

Maria * “...I think that if there should be other financial institutions that 
can support you and offer low interest rates, the ones I know: 
Laudex (charges you around 21% per year), Edupass (charges you 
around 30% per year), in banks it is worse because They charge you 
like any loan. It would be interesting if there were financing options 
with 10-year loans and a maximum rate of 5% or 7% (similar to what 
Fiderh offers, but without a limited number of supports). As a last 
comment, my family is supporting me quite financially, but I consider 
that there are many students who do not have that support from their 
family since unfortunately in Mexico we live up to date with the 
salaries that there are, and going to study abroad here is considered 
as a luxury, similar to having a good brand agency car. I believe that 
education should not be seen as a luxury anywhere, I believe that if 
there is enthusiasm and the desire to learn, all sufficient support 
should be given to be able to grow in that sense…”



Let’s see if that is true

MINIMUM WAGES IN MEXICO

141.70 per day

If you work for  5 years 
without waste a single peso  
you can earn ….10,152 euros



SOFIA*

PAULINA*

MARIANA*

KARLA

“I'll tell you mine, I graduated from International Business in 2014 and I 
have been working since 2011. In order not to tell you too long,  I have 
applied to multiple scholarships from Conacyt and SRE but without any 
results and no explanation of why. In view of this, I decided to see other 
options and then there was nothing left but to work harder until I got the 
money and finance the master's degree. Personally, I think there is not 
enough support and on top of that some of the conditions that they 
impose on you for financing are a slap in the face.”



 
“Hi! I think my situation is similar to those already 
mentioned, I graduated in International Business in 2016, I 
think there is not enough support in Mexico because many 
times they are restricted by career, generally there are 
fewer for administrative people, and the ones I have seen 
ask for requirements that many we cannot comply. For 
example, the Conacyt with FUNED that asks for a 
guarantee and property deeds ... so well, apply the same, 
savings for a few years.”



“I consider that there are not enough 
supports because at the time I had good 
money saved but half scholarships or other 
sources of financing were not possible”



Summarizing 

THEY WANT TO STUDY ABROAD
                           BUT... 

- NOT ENOUGH  FINANCIAL SUPPORT
- LOANS WITH HIGH INTEREST RATES
- FEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
- MANY REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED IF YOU 

WANT TO APPLY  FOR EDUCATIONAL LOAN
- WOULD TAKE A LONG TIME TO RAISE THE MONEY 

NEEDED TO STUDY ABROAD



Are they DREAMING HIGH?

Why they can’t make their dreams come 
ttrueru



What happened? 

❖  Main Limitations:
❖ Economic Constraints

❖ Lenguage
❖ Desinformation 

Hypothesis 



“Studying abroad is the golden dream of more than one, 
however, the costs involved in a postgraduate degree abroad are in 
many cases the first challenge to overcome”

 

Source: ¿Cómo fondear estudios en el extranjero?
 Expansion Revista digital

GIVING CONTEXT...

https://expansion.mx/mi-dinero/2012/02/21/como-fondear-estudios-en-el-extranjero#:~:text=A%20diferencia%20de%20Estados%20Unidos,el%2090%25%20del%20costo%20de
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THINKS YOU NEED TO THINK ON IF YOU WANT TO 
STUDY ABROAD

To make an accurate budget you need to take in count... 

★ The cost of the trip
★  Tuition payment (with and without scholarships)

★ Rent of the place where you will live
★ Feeding

★  Transportation from the place where you stay to the 
school

★  School supplies (books, material for practices and travel 
expenses for some field practice)

★ Medical insurance and contingencies

Source: ¿Cómo fondear estudios en el extranjero?
 Expansion Revista digital

https://expansion.mx/mi-dinero/2012/02/21/como-fondear-estudios-en-el-extranjero#:~:text=A%20diferencia%20de%20Estados%20Unidos,el%2090%25%20del%20costo%20de


Why  people from Latin America is 
not going to study to Germany that 
much

NOW WE HAVE ONE IDEA OF 
WHY...

Let’s thing  in one solution ..



2.Define and Ideate

“What if  could  exist some institution or 
association who could loan you the money 
you need for and instead of  charge interest 

for it  you could pay working? 

“KARLA  THINKING IN A DESPERATE SOLUTION AFTER OF CRY 
ALL THE NIGHT FOR LACK OF OPPORTUNITIES “



Then born…. 

Together
One step  nearby your dream



Non-Stop
A non banking financial 

Aid

 



THE 
GOLDEN 

DREAM

A non banking financial Aid

A non banking financial Aid



AIM

 The Golden dream  is a non-banking solution for all  Latin 
America students who want to study in Berlin  and don’t have 
the necessary funds to do it nor  have a scholarship by the 
moment.
 We want to help them to make their dreams come true and 
develop their skills in their own field .



How do we work?

 Borrowing the money they required for handle their  visa process and if 

is necessary to cover their school fees  equivalent to their first year of 
school



Do we need to back the money at the 
golden dream?

THE GOLDEN DREAM is not a bank, for this reason  the money provided 
to our students doesn't need to be returned. Since the moment the money is  
borrowed  the students are part of the team Non-stop.

Team Non-stop is in charge of provide  capacitation  to one community in need “ 
Latin American migrants”



How can we help  latin american 
migrants? 

Under the postulate that every one of students have  different abilities their are 

completely ables to  help us with our mission

Our mission is provide low cost training to the Latin Community, trough courses and  
certifications  which can provide them the tools and skills needed for  be competitive 
in the german labor market



Which  other benefits do our 
trainers can get?

★ By the moment they arrive at germany the 
accommodation is fixed for 3 months

★ They will be trained in order to keep the quality of the 
services  provided to our clients 

★  Opportunities of get certifications of the courses we 
offer

★  Get easily job in a german Market 



Culture

How am I going to back up what I say?



❏ Surveys ( in process)

❏ Interviews face to face ( in order to understand my  
clients experiences better)

❏ Documentary  capturing  their reality for show it to the 
word

❏ Research datas .International Organizations (In process)

❏ Literature wrote about it

❏ Search Offer available for students ( scholarships, 
credits)

Thinks for to do...



Ideation is not finished 
- Instead to promote my project as 

financement  promote it as a 
Volunteer

- Build one plattform  people pay 
subscription for have access to the 
courses 

- Offer the service to all the community 
in berlin

- Students working not only as coaches 
form courses  also helping a start ups 
in germany / make agreement with 
start ups 

- Create one platform for that start ups 
and  people subscribed in our 
plattform can get discounts if they 
buy with them

- Create at the same time project / zero 
waste of food  - surprise boxes  food



Prototype and Test

★ Roles Play 
★ Research about things already done as my 

project
SOME IDEAS...



Khan Academy
Sakman Khan
   Founder



Works?



Worldpackers









Founder- Worldoackers
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CREDITS: This presentation template 
was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, infographics & 
images by Freepik

Please keep this slide for attibution

THANKS!
Sources 
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